Student Intern: Jasper Wong

Company Organization: YCH Group Pte Ltd

When I first received news from RP regarding my internship with YCH Group, my first impression was that this company might be a small-scaled one as not much of my friends or classmates have heard of its name before.

The truth begs to differ when I started to do more research on the company via Google as well as checking with some of my RP facilitators to gather more information and details.

I realized it started as a passenger transport company since 1955 as a family business which evolved to a partner in total logistics and today an award-winning end-to-end supply chain management solutions partner to world-class companies throughout Asia Pacific.

Multi-National Companies (MNCs) like Exxon Mobil, Samsung, Motorola, Dell and Moet Hennessy etc. are some of the big customers that YCH deals with. Therefore, I was really excited and looking forward to be given this opportunity to hone my abilities in a supply chain environment.

Throughout my internship journey, I was deployed under the Sales and Marketing department assisting with Request For Quotations (RFQs) bidding, attached under Moet Hennessy Asia Pacific (MHAP) operations that does the import and export of alcoholic beverages, the Program and Product department assisting with tracking and inventory management and lastly, being attached under Dell CFS Integration Team to assist with the integration of servers and racks.
Overall, it was a great and enjoyable experience as I’ve interacted with lots of new people of different professionals and races from USA, China, India, Korea, Ghana, Thailand, Vietnam and Malaysia. They had enriched and broaden my perspective on cultural differences as well as logistical knowledge beyond the classroom limits.

Last but not least, I’m really grateful to all my RP facilitators who had guided me along the way throughout this IIP which made me further understand the importance of logistics and the power of Supply Chain Management in the real world. With this in mind, I am confident to pursue next level growth and a career in the supply chain industry to determine my future and the level of accomplishment I’ll achieve in time to come.
Internship Company: **DHL Supply Chain Singapore**
Student: **Nur Junidah Bte Junid**
(Diploma of Supply Chain Management)

I was attached to DHL Healthcare hub, part of DHL supply chain which handle pharmaceutical products logistics. Within the 4 months, I learnt a lot on the operations, experience the real logistic flow and one special I get to learn is cold chain as they handling with medicines and it need to have a controlled temperature.

In the busy schedule, they even took time to organise birthday celebrations every month for staff and together with fruits day. They provide cakes, fruits and some dessert for all the staffs.

The staffs are all friendly and willing to share their work experience, knowledge and guide me through all the work given. I am fortunate to be attached to DHL as it gives me a whole new experience on logistic industry and it will be useful for my future career if I chose to be in this line.
Well above is a picture of myself and my supervisor at work. Well we are both standing at my workstation where I spend most of my 4 months internship. My supervisor Rafizah Busari has guided me well throughout my internship there and she has taught me lots of things in the logistic field by relating it to her experiences. I must say I really learned a lot apart from work issues. I learned about discipline, leadership, commitment, excellence and most importantly integrity. My time at Menlo has passed by really quickly however I have learned many positives things which will stay with me for the rest of my life.

I would like to thank Republic Polytechnic’s school of engineering for giving me this wonderful opportunity to gain experience and once again take this opportunity to thank the people at Menlo for being really nice to work with and for always being there for me whenever I was stuck or lost at moments regarding the task assigned to me.
Internship Company: Skylift Consolidator (Pte) Ltd
Student: Liu You Nan (Diploma of Supply Chain Management)

This is my first time working in office environment. I felt very nerves at the very first beginning. But this feeling had gone away very fast as our colleagues and supervisor were quite kind and friendly.

Duration of this IIP program is exactly 16 weeks. I was assigned to Skylift Consolidator (Pte) Ltd Finance and Admin Department. I experienced that how company met the supply chain needs of customers, by providing global inbound/outbound freight services. Meanwhile, we also had warehouse distribution and inventory management in the stream of services offered. These services and solutions encompassed both air & ocean freight forwarding, 3PL solutions, cross-trade management, project cargo planning and execution, air & ocean charters, Hazardous goods management, aircraft-on-ground shipment execution, ship-spares handling and others.

Thank school to give me this rare opportunity and I have a new perspective on my bright future.